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There is no easy way to keep track of 
environmental impact, geospatial data, 
project costs and other key information for 
operators, project managers and field 
teams.



Spreadsheets, complicated mapping software and 
even pen-and-paper are still being used. 

Information are often kept in silos and are difficult 
to share.

Billions of $ are lost due to inefficiency and 
information loss & errors.



Did you know?

Cost of spreadsheets Cost of data silos

88% of all spreadsheets 
contains at least 1 error

Erroneous programming

A case of hefty mistake :

omission of a minus sign 
costs British Gov’t over $75M

54% of organizations have 
as many as 200 
applications on their 
private network

Employees waste 30 mins 
to 2 hours every day 
looking for information



Additional Challenges with the Pandemics

Technical issue logging into file 
systems and internal network

Distractions with virtual meetings 
and workshops

Feeling disconnected or less 
productive

Travelling afar is restricted or 
limited
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Rife Resources Ltd. is a private exploration and production company 
owned by the CN Pension Trust Funds, the pension fund for the Canadian 
National Railway Company’s employees. 

A Case Study with Rife Resources

❝ We had been using spreadsheets to keep track of our sites, 
and it was a nightmare. Matidor organizes everything in one 
place for us and makes our cost accrual process so much 
faster.  We never realized it would be so easy to get timely 
updates from our consultants.❞     

                                                                                                                                                                                  
Shawna Garcia                                                                                                                        

Environmental Coordinator
at Rife Resources Ltd. 

Manage 5x more projects while maintaining quality by 
adopting New Technological innovations



Rife’s Challenges

Entire EHS portfolio managed in 
spreadsheets

Delayed updates from consultants costing 
hundreds of thousands

Missing or hidden information from various 
data sources

Lack of standard data workflow, making 
tracking and reporting extremely tedious.
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Rife’s Wishlist:

Must be easy to use for non-technical users

Must be shareable with internal and external 
parties

Must be able to track different types of 
projects

Must be turnkey, without complicated setup 
and configuration
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The Solution:
A Map-Based & Data Collaboration Platform

Improve Collaboration & 
Efficiency Across Project Teams



Demo



Results

Able to manage 590 projects, an 
efficiency gain of 492%

Saved 150+ hrs per month from data 
retrieval

Much faster decisions and responses 

It took only 2 weeks cut over from 
spreadsheet
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Bottomline: Spreadsheets are no longer the system of records



Rife’s pleasant surprises

Visual map tools greatly aids offsite 
planning and assessment

Matidor quickly becomes team’s daily 
routine (over 60 mins of average usage 
per day)

Zero training needed for new users
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Post-COVID: The New Norm

Storing, securing and sharing 
information

Reporting on activities

Offsite assessment and planning

Collaboration with remote teams
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A better way is needed:



Main Features ...with lots of 
integrations

Team
Sharing

Comments Budget & 
Cost

Tasks Files Map

Matidor puts all key project 
information on one intuitive 
map-based platform for 
better visualization, 
management, and 
collaboration 

It is the ultimate 
one-stop-shop 
experience for your 
team, clients and 
vendors



www.matidor.com

@matidor_com

@matidorapp

1-833-MATIDOR

info@matidor.com



Manage and share Rife’s 
entire portfolio of 
projects on a live map to 
unlock vital insights that 
would otherwise remain 
hidden in a spreadsheet. 

Filter the map to only 
view specific project 
types, project phases, 
etc. 

Visualize 
Clearly

Live Interactive Map Visual filtering



User-friendly tools make 
it simple to capture and 
track Rife’s project data 

● Files, budget, costs, 
tasks, and project 
history in one place

● Configurable 
templates for 
different project 
needs and workflow 

Manage 
With Ease



Team members, vendors, 
partners or clients can access 
Rife’s projects in a matter of 
seconds. Easily share 
information and 
documentation, request 
approvals, and much more. 

Control what each invitee can 
see and access using 
permission settings, to ensure 
that your information stays 
secure at all times.

Collaboration 
Driven


